We offer a unique method of pricing . . .

Simple

No Upfront Fees

We've made purchasing PowerQuote as easy
as possible. There are no upfront licensing
fees, installation fees, integration fees, or for
that matter, any upfront fees of any kind.

Simple Pricing

With PowerQuote, your rating software can
now quote ALL of your contracted insurance
markets, including group markets and
substandard markets, because our pricing is
based only on the number of workstations in
your office and NOT the number of markets
you require or features you desire.
For example, an office with 5 workstations
requiring automobile and habitational rating,
as well as the Home Evaluation option, would
pay an all inclusive price of $245.00 per
month, (plus taxes and 3% finance fee) or
$2940.00 per year. (plus taxes)

Easy Payments

We offer two methods of payment; Annual or
Monthly PAP. If you choose a Pre Authorized
Payment plan, you have the choice of two
withdrawal dates, the 15th or the 30th, and
there is a 3% financing fee.

Multiple Offices?
No problem

We do not charge any additional fees for
multiple offices or locations. Since our pricing
is based only on the number of workstations
you require, just add the total number of
workstations from each of your additional
offices with the number of workstations in
your main location to determine your
PowerQuote licensing requirements.

Two Versions;
Standard or Enterprise

PowerSoft now offers 2 versions of the
PowerQuote rate comparison software. The
Standard Edition keeps rating and
prospecting simple, while offering all the
necessary tools to close a sale. Features like
VIN validation, homeowners special limit
comparisons, company specific underwriting
logs and billing plans, PDF creation, BMS
integration and integration with company
web portals are included with the Standard
Edition.
The Enterprise Edition is available for
brokerages that require more administrative
and management functionality. It includes all
the Standard Edition features, with a number
of additional enhancements like Log home
and Seasonal evaluations, production and
management reports, multi-branch
management, an image gallery, mid term
endorsement rating, and QuoteCast, our
consumer based web quoting service that
allows consumers to get online quotes from
your brokerage website.

No Additional Fees

With PowerQuote’s many features and
services, including toll free technical support,
accredited training, software and up-to-theminute rate updates via our PortalCast
internet based subscription service, and our
Support Services Portal, you might expect an
additional charge. They are ALL included with
the cost of PowerQuote. We DO NOT have
ANY additional fees!
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1.888.833.7697
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